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Fans have long played essential roles in popularising Japanese media texts abroad.​[1]​ The creative work undertaken by fans of anime, for example, proved the market for anime in countries from Russia to the USA.​[2]​ Fans’ creative and participatory practices are therefore often the starting point for vibrant and growing global audiences for Japanese media ranging from manga and anime through to video gaming and pop music.​[3]​ The relative visibility of fans’ frequently subaltern, and sometimes subversive, online work in the contemporary period has, however, begun to bring fans into conflict with industry, with US distributors in particular tending to frame these active fan behaviours as piracy.​[4]​ However, within this increasingly fractious media distribution picture, some fan distribution of Japanese media still tends to go unnoticed by industry.
	Fans’ distributive work around Japanese dorama (television drama series) is an increasingly significant example of this sort of seemingly ‘invisible’ distribution. Popular across Asia since the 1990s,​[5]​ Japanese television dorama are usually hour-long shows, often featuring Japanese stars, and can come in a wide range of genres. They are frequently designed to be the basis of franchises, with film spin-offs, extensive merchandising opportunities and popular theme songs sung by high profile Japanese artists. Darrell William Davis and Emilie Yueh-yu Yeh have argued that television programmes in Japan are now the driving force within Japanese media production, claiming that: ‘Television is the great multiplier: fertile seed for moving images and narratives to sprout, grow and migrate to allied markets like internet, games, mobile phones and cinema.‘​[6]​ 
	Consequently, the Japanese television industry’s relative disinterest in the online re-distribution of subtitled versions of their popular shows is somewhat surprising. Three key factors may suggest reasons for this disinterest: first, the ongoing anti-piracy efforts around Japanese dorama are focused on Asia rather than the English-speaking world. Koichi Iwabuchi claims that, ‘The underground market route of pirated software has played an even more significant role in transnationally popularizing Japanese TV dramas’ than the work of Japanese distributors in the region.​[7]​ Iwabuchi is noting the Japanese television industry’s disinclination to investigate foreign markets, which may help to explain why they do not regularly shut down fan distribution work. Additionally, this historical geographic focus on Asian piracy suggests that the Japanese television industry has not been looking at online distribution as a major area of profit ‘leakage’. 
A second reason that dorama’s global re-distribution by fans remains un-regarded may well be because of its traditional audiences. In Japan and Asia, Davis and Yeh contend that dorama are ‘made for young, female audiences’.​[8]​ This traditionally female audience has placed international distribution of dorama at odds with the kinds of media texts that tend to flow from Japan to the USA and Europe, which, in the cases of video games, anime and films, have more often been aimed at male audiences. As a consequence, the distribution of dorama has tended to be limited to key transnational diasporic Japanese communities importing videos and DVDs directly from the Japanese market, rather than via intermediary distribution by US or other distributors. With no intermediaries and little sense of a long-standing fanbase, therefore, the Japanese television industry had little reason to plan for a fast-growing online dorama fandom.​[9]​
	However, as the Internet has developed it has allowed previously unconnected parts of the English-speaking fandom for dorama to connect. These fan networks are becoming increasingly visible in spaces like Japanese media expos and conventions.​[10]​ Moreover, these new digital distribution technologies are making the translation work of dorama subtitling groups increasingly visible online. These moments of heightened visibility are the product of the growing and increasingly interconnected fandom around dorama that has taken hold through a variety of distribution and discussion platforms online. It is these distribution circuits for dorama texts that are investigated hereafter, as fans’ online work as distributors shape a nascent global dorama fandom. I seek to question where and how debates and discourses form when industrial distribution is largely absent from the equation; and, how do fandom hierarchies change as the nature of participation and creative work alter in the face of more varied distribution technologies? 
Fan Distribution, Shadow Economies and Participatory Culture
	To answer these questions, I take an approach somewhat different to that offered by Henry Jenkins’ and others’ ‘participatory audience’ studies. Building on Pierre Lévy’s conceptualisation of the ‘collective intelligence’ shared by online communities, Jenkins has long proposed that audiences, and particularly the creative work of fan cultures should be appreciated for the way it acts as a grassroots spur to the spread of media texts.​[11]​ However, the work done around Japanese media texts in this arena has tended to focus on the most vocal, active and elite members of the communities.​[12]​ For example, Hye-kyung Lee’s in-depth analysis of anime fansubbing (the usual name given to groups of fans collectively working to subtitle their favoured Japanese media texts, from anime to television and films) focuses on interviews with active participants in the fansubbing community, over and above an interest in those consuming and archiving their reproduced texts online. Lee states that:
Anime’s globally dispersed missing market has been and can be explored only by the free labour of dedicated fans who have strong missions and motivations and an enthusiasm for technological innovation, and who voluntarily donate their time and skills, and can work virtually 24 hours per day collaborating with colleagues in different continents.​[13]​ 
While Lee’s assessment of the demanding role of these community leaders offers a significant insight into the way anime’s online media fandom operates, it leaves the majority of anime fans’ online practices unremarked upon. 
Likewise, in her study of dorama’s growing online fandom, Xiaochang Li (an associate of Henry Jenkins’ et al.’s Spreadable Media project) states, ‘I want to investigate the consequences of how some of the most visible modes of engagement shape the so-called community of sentiment that forms around some of the most widely circulated texts.’ (2006, 12) Li’s study, similar to Lee’s work, traces the websites creators and moderators, fansubbers and other community leaders whose work has most overtly impacted upon the formation of dorama’s online fan community. Li’s valuable study therefore also begins from the study of elite fans within the ‘grassroots’ hierarchy of Japanese media fandom; creating a version of fan studies that examines fan hierarchies from the top-down, and which stays largely focused on the most active members at the top of the fan hierarchies. 
My own study is an attempt to begin from another the most active members at the top of the fan hiearchiesparts of the English-speaking fandoperspective; to start from the outside in, and to consider how the easiest-to-access distribution websites form entry points into a series of loosely constellated fan communities that require ever-increasing levels of technological sophistication and investigative work on the part of ‘fans’ to discover and access them. In doing so, I borrow from Ramon Lobato’s recent conceptualisation of the shadow economies of film distribution, in which he contends that debates on piracy are misleadingly polarised between industry and the most active fan-pirates. ‘Missing from this scenario are forms of everyday piracy which take place in contexts where accessing media legally is not an option.’​[14]​ I contend that, like other audiences seeking out texts to which they have no legitimate access, English-speaking dorama fans are forced into informal, subaltern positions within a largely unrecognised shadow economy for dorama. 
I am using Lobato’s methodology in what follows – a contextualised discourse analysis of online practices – in which I reverse his polarity.​[15]​ I combine his interest in informal distribution practices with the work of online ethnographers like Matt Hills (2002), Nancy K. Baym (1999). Their examinations of fan communities focus on the traces left behind in online spaces, and how these help to reveal the emerging organisational, interpersonal and cultural implications of fans’ activities online. I began by doing broad web searches on a range of differing search engines in order to identify the websites most commonly returned when questing for places to ‘watch Japanese dorama’.​[16]​ From there, I compared two central websites before using those websites to trace the ‘most popular’ texts back to their sources, and to the websites that might be conceptualised as the ‘community’s’ hub. In this way, I moved from the peripheries to the centre, examining the structures of the websites and distribution methods encountered, noting the way each fostered a distinctive sense of ‘community.’ 
In this regard my approach has much in common with Ian Condry’s recent assessment of anime fandom online. Condry, writing about anime fansubs, contends that, ‘Between the black market for boot-leg sales and the white market of official distributors lies the gray zone where dark energy drives different kinds of groups. There is nevertheless a moral economy at work within this gray zone.’​[17]​ Condry’s recognition of the ‘moral economy’ of fans’ shadow economies of online distribution is essential to my argument. A key shift seems to be emerging in the distribution of dorama texts, one which has struck a note of discord among the differing groups re-producing, collating and watching dorama online. The schism has grown up along moral lines, and as Karen Hellekson states: 

learning how to engage is part of the initiation, the us versus them, the fan versus the nonfan. The metatext thus created has something to say, sometimes critical things, about the media source, but for those of us who engage in it, it has even more to say about ourselves.​[18]​ 

I am interested in examining the pathways along which them become us, and the ‘gray zones’ or shadow economies that fans inhabit as they move between online fan spaces. The metaphor of ‘gray’ or ‘shadow’ zones and economies works well to describe the disparate spaces online wherein fans gather in order to collect and exchange texts in defiance of international copyright law. My own use of these terms is less about spaces and more in recognition of the way fans sometimes acknowledge their own practices as legally liminal. In this, I return to questions of participatory culture, but rather than looking at participatory fandom within these shadowy spaces from the top-down, I seek to investigate how members of these groups see one another, and one another’s practices. In doing so, I examine fan distribution practices within a range of increasingly peripheral and shadow spaces.

	
Shadow Economy Politics of Perpetual Re-translation and Re-distribution

The initial searches repeatedly returned two websites: mydorama.net and lovedorama.com, both of which fall into Lobato’s ‘linking sites’ category. Lobato states that linking sites are ‘Video-hosting sites, where user-uploaded content can be streamed for free’, and that they ‘are at the centre of the grey internet.’​[19]​ While some of the dorama streams (files that can be watched online without the need to download them onto the consumer’s computer) on mydorama.net and lovedorama.com can be watched directly from these archival sites, the vast majority of the ‘hard subbed’ streaming videos they reference (in which the subtitles have been permanently ‘fixed’ within the video) are housed on other websites linked to by fans, in practice taking viewers away from mydorama.net and lovedorama.com to unregulated file-streaming spaces the world over. These videos tend to be short in length, and relatively low in video quality, with an hour-long episode of television usually broken up into four or even six parts. In this sense, therefore, dorama’s online fandom is a truly global one, exchanging and consuming texts with little sense of where those texts originate from.
In the examples in this section, community engagement and differences in the kinds of texts archived on video streaming websites will be argued to be the chief means fans use to distinguish themselves within these ‘peripheral’ shadow spaces. This section consequently considers the ‘activity’ and the subcultural work of dorama fans as they collect, collate and re-circulate, rather than re-produce, dorama texts. The analysis that follows was gathered by examining postings to, and uploaded files on, mydorama.net and lovedorama.com over a six week period in the summer of 2012. Two categories were used to organise dorama texts on both sites – ‘New Releases’ and ‘Most Popular’ – and therefore these were the main focus of this study.​[20]​ The aim is to investigate the kinds of interactions taking place on these distribution websites, and to examine how fansubbed dorama are organised and consumed through them.
Each of these websites acts as a large database of texts, ones created by what Li and Jenkins et al. identify as a ‘curatorial’ impulse on the part of fans.​[21]​ This curatorial impulse is similar to Suzanne Scott’s observations about the ‘regifting’ of texts within fan communities.​[22]​ Of these regifting behaviours Scott notes that, for fans ‘it is the reciprocity and free circulation of fan works… that identifies them as communities.’​[23]​ Community hierarchy is consequently built around fans’ ability to source and then regift dorama texts on the two websites studied in this section. Through their continual regifting and archival practices, these communities at dorama fandom’s peripheries undertake considerable work to ensure the continuing spread of dorama texts. However, the distribution mechanism of streaming, and the ease with which these ‘regifted’ texts can be accessed will be shown in the following sections to have created a schism in dorama fandom, as the original re-producers become fearful of the way streaming makes their texts more visible to industry.
In addition to making dorama texts more visible, however, these archival linking websites are also messy shadow spaces. Mydorama.net and lovedorama.com are not only home to significant quantities of Japanese dorama texts, but also to large numbers of other audio-visual texts from across Asia, most commonly from South Korea and Taiwan. While the national labelling of texts makes it easy to identify Japanese dorama for analysis, the wide variety of differing national texts also suggests a tension between fandoms for national media (South Korean, Japanese and so on) and a more general transnational ‘Asian’ television media fandom. 
The types of fansubbed media on these sites also differed. Mydorama.net contains a plethora of dorama (and its national equivalents) from across Asia, but was also home to examples of standalone live action films, special episodes of dorama and also to gekijōban (theatrical versions of Japanese television dorama series, often used to provide an extension to the final episode, or to create a larger transmedia franchise). By contrast, lovedorama.com did not house as many films, but did cross-list numerous anime television series. In the former case, the emphasis was on live action productions, whereas in the latter it appears that the emphasis was more on television as a medium. In these ways, both websites signal that conceptualising dorama fandom as a discrete subculture may overstate the importance of dorama, while also missing the way dorama have intermingled with other kinds of texts, influencing and interacting with other forms of television from across the Asian region. Perhaps even more importantly, the archival differences suggest that, while these peripheral spaces may overlap, their communities on them have distinct and differing interests. This is significant because it suggests that dorama fandom may be just one part of a wider pan-Asian media fandom online.
The kinds of communities engendered by these websites are also distinct from one another. On mydorama.net, there is a more open community philosophy, with a points system that enables greater access and activity on the website over time, making it essentially user-controlled. As fans upload or ‘like’ and comment on streams, they gain more editorial forms of access to the website, reaching higher points in its community hierarchy. As a result, Mydorama.net engenders a site-specific community hierarchy, which democratically promotes those who are most active. However, because this site is controlled by its users, allowing them to upload video streams, it is not especially discerning about the texts it incorporates. It is for this reason that mydorama.net almost always provides links to multiple languages for subtitle tracks and ‘Mirror’ streams, in addition to a main video stream link that opens automatically when dorama episodes are selected (Figure 3). Moreover, streaming options in a range of languages show how, despite the dominance of English-speaking fan-audiences, fansubbing groups and fan-audiences for dorama exist all over the world. 
Figure 1: Streaming Options for Rich Man Poor Woman (2012) mydorama.net 
Lovedorama.com, by contrast, is more centrally controlled, with video files only being uploaded through the website’s editorial staff. Lovedorama.com does, however, follow similar protocols to mydorama.net by offering its users formalised ways to suggest new dorama for archiving. Centralising control of content allows lovedorama.com to follow a more regulated framework for re-circulating fansubbed texts. For instance, it devotes an entire webpage to all the texts disavowed from re-distribution, though it still provides individual information pages for each of these banned texts. These pages usually contain the message, ‘This series is licensed by the copyright holders. Please do not request or share links to this series!’ Lovedorama.com thereby demonstrates a more complex understanding of its shadow space in relation to copyright. 
For example, the website moderator states that she will remove materials should the license holders contact her via email with details of their license. This suggests that only those with copyright authority have the privilege of pointing out lovedorama.com’s potential copyright violations, whereas its users and fansubbing groups have no similar rights. In essence, this disempowers the fansubbing groups and denies the significance of their creative work despite the fact that lovedorama.com is dependent on that work. These nods towards ethical distribution of always-already pirated media provides a window into the confusions Condry notes within the ‘complex debates about what’s proper and what’s proprietary’ within fan subtitling cultures.​[24]​ Though technically all of the texts appearing on such re-distribution websites are copyright protected, lovedorama.com purport to only respect the rights of copyright holders who assert their legal authority in distribution, while the moral rights that might be claimed by fansubbing groups, including the right to control the re-distribution of their projects, are ignored entirely.
Linked to the way these websites deal with issues of copyright, there is a subcultural political dimension to how texts are sourced and amassed on these linking sites.​[25]​ There is, for example, a temptation for fans to upload industry subtitles of films, which are professionally produced and often made available through DVD releases. By contrast, it is extremely rare for DVDs or broadcasts of dorama to have anything other than Japanese subtitles, usually for the hard-of-hearing. This makes fansubs the norm for uploaded dorama texts. In this way, the lack of industry subtitles for dorama creates gap in the market that fansubbing groups can, and do, use politically to enhance their claims to legitimacy (see below). By contrast, the uploading of industry-subtitled films as video streams on lovedorama.com and mydorama.net suggest that the peripheral fan-archivists care far less about copyright than those, like fansubtitlers, who make changes to Asian media texts. This suggests that different moral economies are operant in peripheral communities than are found in spaces where more traditional kinds of creative fan work are being undertaken. 
The scale of overt fan piracy is notable on these peripheral sites, and worthy of note for a Japanese film industry attempting to sell films transnationally. Between June and mid-August of 2012, 30 Japanese film texts were uploaded to mydorama.net, and of those, three contained subtitle tracks clearly signed by professional industry subtitlers Linda Hoaglund and Dean Shimauchi. There were an additional ten film texts whose subtitles were not signed, meaning that almost half of the film texts uploaded to the website contained no clear evidence of fan re-production. Therefore, the way these streaming communities understand creativity and fan ‘activity’ must lie elsewhere than subtitling and copyright issues. 
It is notable that many of these film texts are, in their own ways, rare commodities. For example, although Kōki Mitani’s films are very popular in Japan, only his first film was released in the USA. Therefore, the inclusion of his hit film Ghost of a Chance (Suteki na Kanashibari, 2011) on mydorama.net provides an international English-speaking audience with a rare opportunity to see this film. It suggests that these archives function as collections, dispersed and shared, but with collecting hierarchies revolving around those community members who are most able to source and upload subtitled versions of texts otherwise inaccessible to global English-speaking fans of Japanese media texts. This may explain why these streaming websites privilege the archiving of films and dorama, rather than subtitling, as a creative act. These practices extend Barbara Klinger’s idea of film collecting as a private, domesticated hobby, re-imagining it as a collective archival activity in which a community library of texts is produced (2006). It is telling that, within mydorama.net’s points system, the most valued activity is the uploading of texts that are then successfully ‘approved’ by the website’s user-gatekeepers.
The transnational, transmedia listing of texts on these sites also generates community politics when the ‘Most Popular’ lists of texts are examined. For mydorama.net, texts’ rankings are reportedly constructed with reference to: 
average review scores, the number of viewers, the people who ‘favorite’ a show, and a few more secret factors that we will keep secret so people do not try to manipulate an asian dorama up the rankings.​[26]​ 
The perceived likelihood of manipulation around the ‘Most Popular’ listings on this website offers evidence of the kinds of fervent fandom being enacted even on sites of textual re-distribution, supposedly a stage removed from the ‘core’ of the fan culture. Again, the ‘Most Popular’ category functioned divergently on the two websites analysed, with rankings provided for every text on mydorama.net, whereas an unranked list was provided on lovedorama.com. Cross-comparison is therefore difficult and made even more so by the different proportions of Japanese texts within these lists. 
For lovedorama.com, the marginal space occupied Japanese dorama is made clear by South Korea’s domination of the ‘Most Popular’ listings of texts. In this case only seven Japanese dorama were ranked in the first one hundred texts listed on lovedorama.com, suggesting that fandom on that site has significantly moved away from Japanese dorama. For mydorama.net, on the other hand, forty-five Japanese texts appeared in the top one hundred ‘Most Popular’ texts. Within this community, therefore, Japanese texts play a much more significant role, though this number comprises films as well as dorama. In these ways, tensions play across the ‘Most Popular’ listings, as fans of different kinds of media compete to make their favourite texts the core of the video streaming archives contained on these websites. Popularity within this shadow economy is not just about spreading media, it is about bringing together communities whose interests overlap, a consequence of which is not just community creation, but also the creation of potential rivalries that are hinted at in mydorama.net’s Moderator comments about needing ‘secret’ rules to stop people manipulating the popularity rankings of texts. 
Despite the apparent differences in these websites, therefore, the communities they serve are active in their selection and popularising of particular kinds of Japanese television (and other media). These practices are creating new kinds of fan hierarchies based on re-distribution practices, such as the creation communities of active online archivists. In seeking out texts that have yet to receive legitimate distribution regardless of media boundaries and specificities, these archivists form part of a network of informal distribution aiming to expand the reach of Asian media cultures, and within those cultures, the reach of Japanese dorama texts. The political wranglings between fan re-distributors on these sites illustrates the nascency of both the technology’s dominance, and of the groups competing for attention on those distribution spaces. These peripheral spaces do not create dorama fandoms, but in the cases of mydorama.net and lovedorama.com, they show how fans can be differently motivated to become highly active within spaces far removed from, and perhaps more shadowy, than those framed as the hubs of participatory fan cultures, such as fan forums and fansubtitlers’ websites.
Authorship, Control and Legitimacy in the Shadow Economy of Dorama Fansubbing

While they often ignored the moral rights of fansubtitlers, the survey of texts undertaken on mydorama.net and lovedorama.com indicates that fansubbing group brands were nonetheless valued by peripheral fan distribution communities. The works of two groups in particular dominated the ‘Most Popular’ and ‘Most Recent’ lists on the websites analysed. Each group analysed hereafter was instantly identifiable on the streaming websites because they ‘sign’ their dorama subtitles.​[27]​ Again, to protect their identities they have been renamed as A-Fansubs and B-Fansubs in the analysis that follows. In effect then, this section jumps from the ‘peripheries’ to what is usually discussed as the ‘heart’ of reproduction activities: the fansubtitling groups and their websites. Each group has an easily accessible, and public, website that is used to draw viewers from streaming sites into more direct forms of contact with the fansubbing community. It is between these fansubtitling groups and the re-distribution communities they see as peripheral to dorama fandom that the clearest debates about legitimacy, morality and the dangers of visibility become clear. 
A-Fansubs offers a good example of the mistrust between fansubbing groups and the archivist fans on streaming websites. A representative of A-Fansubs, for example, states on a forum page that:
when a sub is on Youtube …it is easier to get in trouble with the company that owns the dorama. Of course, it is illegal either way, but by making it downloads-only it keeps it a little more under the radar. Companies do not notice specialist fan websites, but they do go through sites like Youtube and delete any streaming videos of the shows (well, some companies do), and if they notice a popular sub group, that group could get in trouble.​[28]​ 

This A-Fansubs member is quick to acknowledge technical illegitimacy of dorama fansubbing practices, but also to demonstrate how hard some fansubbing collectives are working to keep their texts separate to, and hidden from, industry. Notable here is the way this fan ‘prosumer’ (a portmanteau of producer-consumer) suggests problems within the fan ‘community’ itself;​[29]​ with notions of specialism and ‘under the radar’ practices allowing fansubbing prosumers to work unmolested, whereas ‘popular’ groups risk becoming visible and suffering industry wrath. The tension outlined resides in visibility, with fansubbing groups desiring intra-community popularity, and fearing the consequences of wider-spread, generalised distribution of their re-produced texts.
Within dorama fan cultures, much of the evident tension centres on the proliferation of fansubbed texts across new media distribution formats and locales. The issue revolves around the perceived rights of fansubbing groups to control the distribution of the texts they re-produce, a difficult moral quandary in light of their acknowledgement of their own copyright infringement. For example, A-Fansubs has a frequently asked questions webpage, wherein they answer the question, ‘Can I repost your video files?’ by replying:
It is a NO as in Untouchable. A good rule of thumb is to see if the file is available on BitTorrent at dorama-fans.com. If a series is not available on BitTorrent on dorama-fans please do not repost. 
The group’s response continues: 
We appreciate all the support and understand your desire to share our files with other people. That said, we really cannot control how our files are re-distributed. ...We want fans to be redirected back to our website so they can experience other doramas from the source.​[30]​ 
In this way, the fan subtitlers, and their website, are claimed as a key space for dorama fandom, with distribution through a dorama-fans.com (via downloadable BitTorrent files) acting as an initial, preferred distribution point for their work. They also lay claim to authorship of the texts they re-produce, and position themselves as the legitimate online ‘source’ for dorama in a way that elides the authorship of the Japanese producers and side-steps the rights of licensed online distributors. Further, their concerns about controlling re-distribution signals their awareness of the potential for clashes between fan prosumers and the originating industry. 
Authorship is thereby intermingled with the idea of control and becomes a key factor in the way these fansubbing groups interact with the texts they re-produce and distribute. Although dorama fansubbing groups are often more subtle in how they lay claim to their texts than are their counterparts in anime, they still tend to over-write the authorship of original producers. By comparison to the work of anime fansubbing groups,​[31]​ the subtitle tracks produced by dorama groups appear to be closer to the look of traditional, professional television subtitle tracks. The survey undertaken here suggests that there are fewer additions made to dorama texts, with few ‘karaoke’ sequences (where the theme songs are provided with spinning, bouncing text that can be read, or sung, along in time with the theme song); and fewer explanatory inserts at the top of the screen (for a relatively rare example, see Figure 2, below).​[32]​

Figure 2: Kuro no Onna Kyōshi title page, episode 1 (fansub by C Fansubs – reproduced without permission)
However, as the image above, taken from the end of an opening credit sequence for Kuro no Onna Kyōshi (The Dark Women Teachers, Shingo Okamoto et. al., 2012) demonstrates, dorama fansubbing groups overtly lay claim to their re-productions of dorama. In this example, the group use the kind of language normally associated with producers. The groups’ name (here blurred to maintain anonymity) becomes ‘the name above the title,’ and their ‘presentation’ of the text is a clear statement about their authorial relationship to it, and consequently about their moral rights to control the text in distribution.​[33]​ The choice of ‘Presents’ echoes the terminology used by US-industry when imported films are associated with the brand of a famous director or producer, for example in the ‘Quentin Tarantino Presents’ series of Asian film DVDs released in the USA. In this regard, dorama fansubbers may be more subtle in how they lay claim to works than their anime counterparts, but they are no less emphatic about their perceived moral rights.
A-Fansubs and B-Fansubs took different approaches to subtitle production and distribution. Both groups are relatively visible, and enable fan-audiences to communicate with them in a wide range of ways. B-Fansubs, for example, have a Twitter account where their audiences can follow them. They respond to fans’ comments through Twitter, and their own comments are archived on their website, presenting half-conversations to new visitors. By contrast, A-Fansubs has an Internet Relay Chat (IRC) channel, a Rich Site Summary (RSS) feed and a Twitter account that their audiences can use to track their activities. The IRC channel, like Twitter, offers real-time interaction with the fansubbing group, but acts as a less open, more private discussion forum. Consequently, A-Fansubs may talk to its users more than B-Fansubs, but it does so through technologies that require a range of technical competencies that effectively make their communication more covert. As with other aspects of the fandom for dorama, the sheer diversity of communication methods, and the differing ways groups utilise them, means that there is no single, unified community operating to distribute, discuss and re-distribute dorama online. 
Furthermore, both of these groups actually produce different kinds of texts, or at very least operate using different technologies of distribution. B-Fansubs, for example, are explicit about only producing subtitle tracks. By not embedding their work within pre-existing video files, this group remains a careful step removed from the kinds of ‘hard subbing’ (placing subtitle tracks within video files) copyright infringement that has brought anime fans into conflict with industry. On a less ethical note, B-Fansubs openly admits that not all of the subtitle tracks made available for download on their website are their own. By re-distributing other translators’ subtitle tracks, without stating where those subtitles originate from, or even which are their works and which are not, B-Fansubs run the risk of conflict not just with industry, but with other fansubtitling groups. 
In comparison, A-Fansubs provide video files with their subtitle tracks appended to them. A-Fansubs make sure that all aspects of creative work are credited by listing on their website all of the web monikers used to identify individuals involved as members of their fansubbing projects. A-Fansubs thereby follows a mixed economy of direct releasing (subtitled files for whole seasons of shows that can be downloaded direct from their website in batches) and linking, the latter of which takes fan-audiences to other websites where A-Fansub’s subtitled videos are available for download. Again, the lack of standardisation in how texts are created and dispersed to fan-audiences reveals the range of technologies enabling this fan culture, while also suggesting that fan-audiences are anything but passive as they track down and access their favoured texts. Just as the fansubbing groups undertake creative work, then, their audiences have to be relatively creative in attempting to view them.
Within the debates around distribution and fans’ creative work, one of the most hotly contested topics is the idea of ‘donations.’ In the case of anime, asking for donations for fansubbing is often framed as crossing a line between presumption and bootlegging.​[34]​ Within dorama re-production and distribution, it seems closer to a normative practice. B-Fansubs even suggests desired levels of donations per user (five US-dollars). A-Fansubs, paying respect to the non-profit prosumption tradition, and with a weather eye to its own involvement in the world of anime fansubbing, is careful to explicitly state what it will use donations for: 
we make no monetary gain from fansubbing/ripping. Most of our time, effort and money is spent purely for the love of spreading English-subtitled Japanese TV dramas to fans. Usually Japanese DVDs cost anywhere from $100-$300 US dollars for a complete TV drama. … Donations will be put towards acquiring RAW Japanese TV drama DVDs.​[35]​ 
Donations, therefore, are not ‘for’ the fansubbing group, but are allocated to the texts they are trying to present to fans. In the case of dorama, therefore, it is the high cost of the original texts on legitimate DVDs that is pointed to by both groups as a barrier to translation work, and a trigger for calls for donations. 
Unlike B-Fansubs, who make no mention of how much they have earned through donation, A-Fansubs provides lists of anonymised donors and the amounts contributed, offering polite thanks for every donation made. For example, small donations are met with a simple ‘Thank you,’ or ‘Every little helps!’, while larger donations receive more ecstatic responses, such as: ‘Truly amazing! Thank you for a very generous donation!’ (A-Fansubs, Donations Page, last accessed 03/06/2012). In contrast to this open and seemingly ‘moral’ take on donations, however, A-Fansubs has also sought outright corporate sponsorship. Its most prominent sponsorship link is with YesAsia.com (which is, with no little irony, a major online DVD distributor for Japanese films and television). In their links to corporate sponsors, and in seeking donations, both groups challenge notions of dorama fansubbing as a ‘gift economy,’ wherein fansubbers are seen to serve the needs of less-linguistically adept community members, supporting and encouraging a wider fandom for Japanese media texts. Instead, particularly in the case of A-Fansubs, a professionalising, commercialising image of dorama fansubbing emerges, and the statements made on the website about how they use money from fans and sponsors reads as an attempt to stave off claims that they have become a for-profit organisation that simply fills a gap in industrial distribution. In this regard, it is the fansubtitling groups’ own practices that shade closest to overt bootlegging types of piracy, throwing into question their claims to moral rights over the re-distribution of their creative work.
Whether positive or shading from grey to black, it is undeniable that fan subtitling groups demonstrate practices that are growing closer to the capitalist system whose markets they mirror from the shadows. The language of ‘donations’ and ‘sponsorship’ closes the gap between fansubbing endeavours and for-profit business models. Fansubbing groups’ websites act simultaneously as hubs for information and textual exchanges, as points where fan-audiences can feedback opinions and make requests, and as sites of commerce where others can be called upon to help support these fans’ activities. The distinction that these fansubbing groups draw between their activities and those of industry rely on differences in cost, and in the originating industry’s seeming indifference to transnational exchanges of their texts. Fansubbing group websites thus act as central distribution points for specific translated texts and their first-adopter audiences, enabling an initial set of community exchanges to take place. However, the relationship between these first exchanges and rippling rings in the shadow economy for dorama that follow on from those first exchanges, as the re-produced texts become more widely dispersed, is less clear.
‘Policing’ the Shadow Economy and Re-distribution of Dorama
Fansubbing groups’ concerns about clashing with industry are now legible in the subtitle tracks they create, many of which enjoin viewers to use a core community website, dorama-fans.com (an anonymised pseudonym), rather than video streaming websites, to access dorama texts online. Dorama-fans.com is a key distribution hub for translated dorama online, and its distinction as a distributor comes from its provision of higher resolution versions of dorama files than can be attained through streaming sites. Dorama-fans.com achieves this primarily through BitTorrent distribution. BitTorrent is a peer-to-peer file sharing technology that allows users to concurrently download content from and share content with other users. Due to the time required to download BitTorrent files, dorama fandom has gathered around this website. As a consequence, dorama-fans.com is one of the first places where new fansubbing projects are announced (usually shortly after such news appears on individual fansubbing groups’ websites). Dorama-fans.com also offers a space in which fansubbing groups come together to post about their endeavours, to debate issues facing the fan culture as a whole and to discuss technical issues with peers and fan-audiences. 
In terms of the creative and distribution work undertaken on this website, dorama-fans.com also acts as a source for fansubbing groups. It is a central repository for raw video files used by fansubbing groups, and it is also a distributor of standalone fan-produced subtitle tracks (often saved in .srt format) and hard subbed versions of dorama. In bringing together these disparate types of files and distribution practices, dorama-fans.com offers a distinctive intermediary distribution and subcultural space, where differences between groups’ practices are explained, and where technical issues can be resolved with the help of community experts. Indeed, just because it is a distribution point does not mean it is not a highly active, participatory and creative space. Dorama-fans.com actively encourages discussions through the provision of forums and Wiki pages about dorama. Through this network of opportunities to discuss and debate topics while downloading texts, dorama-fans.com acts as both distributor and the dominant online community producing dorama discourse. 
The status of fansubbing groups is asserted and contested on drama-fans.com, showing how other fans view the ‘creative’ end of fan translation practices. Fansubbing groups are almost always praised for their endeavours on behalf of fan-audiences, but their activities are ‘policed’ and deviations from fan expectations can result in community censure. Praise tends to be provided in highly generic formats, with groups and individuals thanked for their provision of episodes and series. For example, one announcement for a new dorama project, by an A-Fansubs translator, saw that translator warmly welcomed back to dorama translation. One respondent wrote, ‘Wow, it is a lo-ong time since I watched Galileo from A-Fansubs. Welcome back!’​[36]​ and a second user, on the same day, commented, ‘Oh, this is your ‘surprise spring project’ then! Welcome back!’​[37]​ These responses demonstrate the high esteem in which fan subtitlers are held within the wider community. The second comment also indicates that these dorama fans follow the websites and/or Twitter feeds of fan subtitlers, meaning that even the less creative community members on this forum are active in seeking out other community members and creating networks of knowledge around them. Distribution of texts remains the key to community hierarchy in these discussions, with reliable fansubbing groups attaining a kind of star status within dorama-fans.com’s forum pages.
However, dorama-fans.com can also be a site where inter-group conflicts are played out. In early May, 2012, B-Fansubs posted the following:
We have stopped fansubbing Project X because someone else is now working on it. Their quality is better than ours; we are not up to the challenge. 
The series subbing jungle is a bit too rough for us. 
We will be focusing on movies instead. Thank you all for your kind encouragement.​[38]​ 
Smiley-face emoticon notwithstanding, considerable bitterness is displayed in this post. Although mild, there is an opening suggestion of disapproval for the other group’s practices, sketched through the ‘subbing jungle’ being too ‘rough’ for B-Fansubs. This sense of ‘challenge’ and competition pushes B-Fansubs to make the decision to move away from dorama altogether and towards the fansubbing of films. The implication is clear: while there is cross-over between fandom around Japanese film and television shows, the former has a less developed fansubbing community around it. However, even a quick glance at B-Fansubs’ website suggests the disingenuous nature of this claim, because multi-media subtitling had always been part of this group’s practices. 
B-Fansub’s declaration was followed less than an hour later by a response from their rival, who happened to be A-Fansubs. A-Fansub’s representative, who was the Project X translator, begins by apologising:
I decided to sub Project X before I found out about your release, but it took me some time to contact A-Fansubs and Ep1 was a lot of work, so it took us quite some time to release.  Sorry about not announcing it earlier (but I did not exactly know if we still had the release capability, or if I could make time for another series that I am also subbing this season). 
Now I really have the pressure to catch up with the broadcast. 
P.S. The Usagi Drop movie was a film I was really interested in too, but I found your subs after someone told me that there were subs already and pre-emptively dropped it. You must have a really good taste. ​[39]​ 
This apology and declaration about shared media tastes displays an unusual level of politeness and community between competing fansubbing groups. It also hints at the kinds of pressures felt by fansubbing groups to maintain high levels of translation at speed. Even more notable is the way both representatives discuss their overlapping multi-media subtitling practices, using the same technologies and techniques for films and dorama translations. However, at this stage, the discourses about Project X were still relatively positive.
It was only when A-Fansubs’s distribution of Project X ground to a halt that fans turned on both A-Fansubs and B-Fansubs, though in markedly analytical and polite ways. For example, a discussion about B-Fansub’s lack of English translation ability became so detailed that individual translation mistakes from another dorama series were commented upon line-by-line,​[40]​ after one fan suggested that B-Fansubs’ quick and rough translations were better than the long wait times for fansubs by A-Fansubs. The translation skills displayed within this conversation between three main posters to the forum suggest a highly specialised fan-audience for this project. As a statement about creativity and community, moreover, this conversation also concurs with Jenkins’ et al. assessment of fans’ ability to effect fluid transitions across community roles.​[41]​ Moreover, despite its critical nature, this conversation demonstrates a fandom not just for dorama, but for the practices of individual fansubbing groups. In these ways, the debates about ‘good’ fansubbing practices are used to establish normative translation and distribution practices, and to police errant or poor practice on the part of the community’s most ‘active’ members.
By contrast, multi-media fandom took the blame with A-Fansubs dropped Project X. Initially, the release of ‘D3’, the Diabolo 3 online video game (Jay Wilson and Leonard Boyarsky, 2012), was blamed for consuming the translator’s spare time. A subsequent debate emerged among the dorama’s forum followers, between those bemoaning the lack of A-Fansubs’s progress, and those attempting to mollify others and explain the reasons behind such delays. Essentially, it developed into a debate between those who felt entitled to continue watching an English subtitled version of the dorama, and those reminding fans that they have no legal right to watch dorama online at all. For example, gentle prods for more episodes began at the end of May 2012, after the posting of episode three in the series, but these morphed into outright criticisms less than two weeks later:
Does A-Fansubs feels responsible at all? And after making the previous translator give up.  All I can say is: ‘You Do Not Have What It Takes.’​[42]​ 
The direct response from another fan exemplifies the other position well, when she says:
Subbers do this in their own time, and can take as long as they need. One of the main rules of dorama-fans is not to put pressure on subbers. Beggars can't be choosers. ​[43]​
In the speed with which fans turned against A-Fansubs, we can see the power of fan-audiences to pressure groups for texts. More importantly, however, we can also see how crucial regular, predictable distribution is to the maintenance of good relationships between community members. 
However, the balanced tone of this emergent debate also suggests a community where creative work is highly valued and respected. Moreover, this respect is mutual, and claims about A-Fansubs ruining its reputation (forum post, dorama-fans.com, 27 August 2012), prompted the group to replace their wayward translator:
I would like to apologise to everyone for the delayed release. Our translator has been super busy with real life work, so I decided to step in to translate this episode. We are serious about completing this series! I am already on third of the way through on episode six. (A-Fansubs lead translator, dorama-fans.com, 09/09/2012)
Mutual respect, well-informed debates about quality and speed of translation, in addition to recognition of the transmedia connections between online fan groups, inform an unusual community space on dorama-fans.com. The prompts for new releases and debates about the rights to translate, and the skills needed to translate, act to police the behaviours of fansubbing groups and fan-audiences, as shown in the example of Project X. Competition between groups is limited and perceived as undesirable, with the community of specialist translators apparently so small as to afford enough space in the market to avoid overlaps. This creates a kind of fan-consumer who, as one fan suggests above, cannot afford to overly antagonise translators for fear of losing their services. Policing practices within this grey market site, therefore, are not about fan-audiences endorsing or forbidding particular translation practices, nor is it about fan translators excoriating fans for critiquing their work. Instead, a very gentle set of prods and prompts is enacted on both sides. 
Conclusions
Dorama’s growing fan culture online might be adding to Japanese television’s global reach, but it is also bringing fans closer to clashing with industry. As this study has shown, the more dorama translation and distribution that is done, the closer aspects of it come to competing with industrial practices of production and distribution. The newer dissemination technologies offered by streaming websites place access to dorama at only a click away from new fans, whereas more established fans still organise their viewing practices around central community spaces and older ‘sharing,’ especially high quality peer-to-peer, dissemination technologies. While all of these can be considered as sites for creative fan work of differing types, the distribution of dorama across vast geo-linguistic regions of the world remains a set of shadow economy practices. By occupying gray spaces as they do, many of the practices noted in this study, from embedded sponsorship on websites to donations, mean that dorama fandom is moving ever-closer to commercial, rather than gift culture, economics.
Moreover, there is no single online dorama fan community, but a plethora of sometimes interconnecting and overlapping sites of fandom around which users coalesce into momentary communities. In tracing three such sites here – fansubtitler websites, linking sites and a key aggregator website – the messy, sometimes disconnected aspects of this ‘fandom’ become clear. Technology is key here, with streaming websites acting as easy-to-access, but poor quality, introductions to texts, where fan subtitler websites and dorama-fans.com offer much higher quality, but also more technically demanding and time-consuming, opportunities for dorama consumption. Distribution, as a result, is dependent on the technological capabilities of potential audiences, and fansubtitling groups are clearly finding it hard to retain control in a shadow economy of distribution that allows easy re-distribution of their creative work on media platforms that have very low barriers to entry for new audience members and industry alike. 
Beyond technology, the different websites studied here also suggest that multiple fandoms are at work in the distribution of dorama texts. Unlike the fields of anime and manga, which have English language trade presses, a multiplicity of legitimate company websites and official fan groups to usher in new fans, the fan communities for Japanese dorama are less easy to find, and more fragmentary. With no one way to enter into the notion of a ‘dorama fan community,’ and no single community to seek out, the fandom for Japanese dorama is contingent and dispersed. Certain modes of distribution, like the streaming websites investigated here, connect particular kinds of fans, while more labour- and time-intensive websites offering BitTorrent and subtitle-only files connect others. However, with the rise of websites organised through user-generated content (such as mydorama.net, lovedorama.com and the wikis for dorama mentioned earlier), the active user is gaining ground on fan subtitlers. User-generated websites are thus changing the nature and scope of dorama fandom, placing new kinds of fans at the core of this subculture’s fan practices. It is therefore in the shadows, however dark grey they may become, that the global reach of Japanese media texts can be best framed and understood.
By studying the shadow economy for dorama fandom from the outside-in, the contested uses of distribution technologies and the status of those who use them become much clearer. Separate hierarchies of fandom are maintained within sites, and even within the main aggregator website, dorama-fans.com, there is little sense of fans discussing the borders or boundaries of their community. Moreover, it is increasingly unclear where fans are when they are interacting with dorama texts. Increasingly, the use of linking sites take fans away from ‘community’ websites like mydorama.net and lovedorama.com into far less salubrious and increasingly unethical locations that house the actual video streams in a highly developed surround of gray market advertising. All in all, therefore, the fandom for dorama online remains a highly contested set of local communities, or nodes to use Lobato’s language, but with few ‘hubs’ and an almost aggressively decentralised system of web spaces that means there is little sense of an overarching shadow economy or fandom.
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